Preservative spleen surgery and hyperbaric oxygen therapy
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To assess functional and morphological aspects of spleen auto-implants and of the splenic inferior pole of rats, post-operatively treated or not with hyperbaric oxygen, as well as the survival of these animals, were studied.

Methods: Seventy-eight male Wistar rats, weighing between 192 and 283 g (238,3 ± 9,6g), were randomly distributed into three groups: Group1-(n=20), spleen manipulation; group 2-(n=36), spleen auto-implantation; group3-(n=22), subtotal splenectomy preserving the inferior pole. Each group was subdivided as follows: subgroup a, not submitted to hyperbaric oxygen therapy: 1a(n=10), 2a(n=21), 3a(n=13); subgroup b, submitted to the therapy: 1b(n=10), 2b(n=15), 3b(n=9). Blood was collected pre-operatively and 11 days after surgery, for the estimation of lipids and immunoglobulins and the counting of platelets and Howell-Jolly corpuscles. The spleen and remains were taken for histological study.

Results: The number of surviving animals was significantly higher in groups 1(p<0,01) and 3(p<0,05) relative to those of subgroup 2a. Total cholesterol and the LDL fraction increased significantly in subgroup 2a (p<0,01) and 3a (p<0,05), and remained unaltered in subgroups 2b e 3b. IgM decreased more significantly in subgroup 2 than in subgroup 3 (p<0,001 vs p<0,01). The increase of platelet numbers and the appearance of Howell Jolly corpuscles was smaller in subgroup 2b compared to subgroup 2a , and in group 3 compared to group aqui-> 2. The macro and microscopic appearance in subgroup 2b were more viable than in subgroup 2a, and that of group 3 more viable than in group 2. The survival of the animals carrying their whole spleen or its inferior pole was more frequent than that of the auto-implanted animals.

Conclusion: Functionality and viability of the whole spleen or of its inferior pole, were better than in the auto-implanted animals. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy contributed to increased survival frequency of auto-implanted animals, and to improve the functionality and viability of the auto-implants and the function of the inferior splenic pole, and did not interfere in animals carrying their whole spleen.
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RESUMO

Objetivo: Estudar aspectos funcionais e morfológicos dos auto-implantes esplênicos e do pólo inferior do baço de ratos, tratados ou não com oxigênio hiperbárico no pós-operatório, e a sobrevida desses animais.

Métodos: Foram operados 78 ratos, machos, Wistar, pesando entre 192 g e 283 g (M.A 238,3 ± 9,6) , distribuídos aleatoriamente em três grupos: 1- (n=20) , manipulação do baço; 2- (n=36), auto-implante esplênico; 3(n=22), esplenectomia subtotal com preservação do pólo inferior. Cada grupo foi dividido em dois subgrupos: a- não submetido à oxigenoterapia hiperbárica: 1a(n=10), 2a(n=21), 3a(n=13); b- submetido: 1b(n=10), 2b(n=15), 3b(n=9). O sangue foi colhido para dosagem dos lípides e imunoglobulinas e contagem das plaquetas e dos corpúsculos de Howell-Jolly no pré-operatório e 11 dias após a cirurgia. O baço e os remanescentes foram retirados para estudo histológico.

Resultados: O número de animais sobreviventes foi significativamente maior nos grupos 1(p<0,01) e 3(p<0,05) em relação ao subgrupo 2a. O colesterol total e a fração LDL aumentaram significativamente nos subgrupos 2a (p<0,01) e 3a (p<0,05), e não alteraram nos subgrupos 2b e 3b. A IgM caiu mais significativamente no grupo 2 que no 3. O aumento do número de plaquetas e o aparecimento dos corpúsculos de Howell Jolly foi menor no subgrupo 2b que no 2a, no grupo 3 que no grupo 2. O aspecto macro e microscópico no...
Introduction

Total splenectomy may evoke immediate and late complications. Among these, the most worrisome is fulminant sepsis, reported in 1952 by King e Shumacker Jr, in 5 children submitted to total splenectomy for spherocytosis. Complicating infections following spleen removal, have also been observed in experimental animals. Besides these, alterations in lipid metabolism following splenectomy have been reported in human subjects and experimental animals, capable of causing atherosclerosis. For these reasons, conservative spleen operations including vascular occlusions, splenorrhaphies, partial splenectomies, and auto-implants, have been valorized. Spleen auto-implants are the most controversials including vascular occlusions, splenorrhaphies, partial splenectomies, and auto-implants. Subtotal splenectomy with the preservation of the organ’s inferior pole (STPI), has been described in dogs and in rats. Such animals presented significant alterations of their cholesterol and LDL fraction in the mediate post-operation period. For these reasons, it appeared of interest to describe a resource that could contribute to the improvement of the functioning of spleen implants and of the spleen’s inferior pole, as well as to possibly extend rats survival. We therefore performed this research work, aiming at the study of functional and morphological aspects of spleen auto-implants and of the spleen’s inferior pole, in rats post-operatively exposed or not, to hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBO), as well as to observe the clinical evolution of these animals.

Methods

This study followed the recommendations of COBEA (Brazilian College for Animal Experimentation), and was approved by the Ethics Research Committee of the Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil, according to ETIC document no100/2006. Seventy-eight male Wistar rats weighing between 192 and 283 g (mean weight 238g±9.6g), were provided by the animal house of the Escola Superior de Ciências da Santa Casa de Misericórdia de Vitória-ES, Brazil. The animals were distributed at random into three groups, as follows: Group1–(n=20), spleen manipulation only; group 2–(n=36), spleen auto-implantation; group3–(n=22), subtotal splenectomy with preservation of the organ’s inferior pole. Each group was subdivided as follows: subgroup a, not submitted to hyperbaric oxygen therapy: 1a(n=10), 2a(n=21), 3a(n=13); subgroup b, submitted to this therapy: 1b(n=10), 2b(n=15), 3b(n=9) in the postoperative. Following a 12 hour fast, rats were submitted to analgesia evoked by 25 mg/Kg Ketamine hydrochloride injected into the muscle of the posterior paw, weighed (electronic Filizola® scale, 1 g sensitivity) and submitted to cardiac transthoracic puncture for the collection of 1.2 mL of blood. Each animal was identified by an earmark and returned to its original cage. The collected blood was divided and placed either in a flask with EDTA for red blood cell, platelet and leucocyte count using an automatized Abbott’s Cell-Dyn 3700®. (Illinois-USA), or in another flask without anticoagulant, for the estimation of immunoglobulins or lipids. Immunoglobulins were determined turbidimetrically using Behring’s® Turbitemeter( Marburg-Alemanha); lipids were measured in the Dimension AR DADE BEHRING® (Illinois, USA). Howell Jolly corpuscles were analyzed in 10 fields of blood spreads, under an Olympus ® DX40 microscope . Rats were anesthetized by the intraperitoneal route, with a mixture of Ketamine hydrochloride (50mg/kg) and xylasine hydrochloride (3 mg/Kg). Following anti-sepsis of the abdominal wall with topical Polvidine, 2 cm long midline laparotomy and abdominal cavity examination were performed. The spleen was manipulated in animals of group 1; in animals group 2, auto implantation of the spleen was performed in the following sequence: the stomach was pulled out of the abdominal cavity, exposing the spleen. Three ligatures with mononylon 4.0, adherent
to the spleen, permitted the sectioning of the splenic vessels and the withdrawal of the organ. The spleen was divided in two parts, and each was weighed; one was placed in 4% formol for histology study, and the other cut into four parts, each of which was sutured to the omentum by a single simple 5.0 polypropylene tie, and covered with this peritoneal fold. Animals of group 3 were subtotally splenectomized with preservation of the inferior pole (STPI) as previously described. The abdominal wall was sutured in two planes: in the first, of the peritoneum and the muscle aponeurosis, and in the second, of the skin, using mononylon 4.0, with simple simple basting. The following protocol was employed for hyperbaric oxygentherapy (HBO) of subgroup b; step A: immediately following recovery from anesthesia, rats were placed in the hyperbaric chamber (Figure 1), where oxygen pressure was progressively adjusted during 15 minutes to up to 2.5 atmospheres; step B: animals were exposed to this therapy for 90 minutes; step C: depressurization was applied for 15 minutes. Two daily sessions of HBO were given on the three first days; on the following seven days, only one daily session was applied. After withdrawal from the chamber, the animals were returned to their cages to receive water and food ad libitum and 200 mg/Kg paracetamol orally, dissolved in their drinking water. Animals that had died, were necropsied; survivors were killed on the eleventh day following the operation, using lethal doses of sodium pentobarbital, injected into the abdominal cavity, following a renewed blood collection for the repetition of the laboratory exams. The rats were weighed, and submitted to a U-shaped incision to expose and examine the abdominal viscera. The spleen of animals of group 1, of the auto-implanted ones (group 2), and the inferior pole of those of group 3, were removed, examined, and weighed to 0.001g precision on an Adventurer OHAUS, model AR 3130 balance (São Paulo-Brasil), photographed and placed in 10% formol. They were then included in paraffin blocks and cut to 3 micrometer thickness, extended on glass slides and dried for 24 h at 58° C. Adhered to the slides, they were deparafinized in xylol and dyed with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) and Masson trichromate. Two pathologists performed microscopy, under a binocular microscope for morphological alteration analysis. Statistical analyses utilized were as follows: A-linear regression analysis to calculate the mean percentage of the inferior pole’s mass in group 3, performed by dividing each pole’s weight by the spleen’s ideal weight for each animal of the simulation group, and multiplying the result by 100. The ideal weight of the spleen was calculated utilizing the formula: spleen weight = 1.80 x body weight + 230.49. The mean of the remaining spleen mass plus its respective standard deviation was obtained. B-Anova for corresponding samples, to compare pre-operation weights with post-operation ones within the same group of animals, and the Kruskal Wallis test, to compare the weights between the three groups of animals. C- Student’s t test to compare values of samples, for cholesterol and fractions, triglycerides, immunoglobulins and platelets obtained pre-operatively, with those obtained in the mediate (11th P.O) period. D- The chi-square test to compare the number of survivors and the frequency of Howell Jolly corpuscles existing between groups. Fisher’s exact test was utilized when one of the expected frequencies fell below 5. Differences were considered significant when p < 0,05 (5%).

Results

The abdominal cavity of group 1 (simulation) animals, presented few and loose adherences to the spleen. In group 2 (auto-implants) marked adherences between the implants and the intestinal loops were observed. Adherences were less intense in group 3 (STPI), than in the implanted group. The inferior pole was sometimes adhered to the contiguous abdominal viscera (stomach, small intestine) and sometimes to the abdominal wall. No statistically significant differences between the weights of the three groups of the animals in the pre-operative stage were noted (p>0,05). Weight decrease was observed post-operatively in each group, independently of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) treatment. This decrease was significant in rats submitted to auto-implantation (p=0,001) and to STPI (p=0,05), and treated with hyperbaric oxygen. The mean weight of the spleens of group 2, was 907.66mg ± 234.43. The global mean weight of the auto-implants was 446mg ± 115, representing approximately 49% of the spleen. The mean mass percentage of the inferior pole was of 38.87% ± 6.05%, calculated by linear regression analysis. The number of surviving rats (Table 1), shows that in the simulation group, 100% of the rats survived, regardless of whether they had been treated or not by HBO. In subgroup 2a, the survival frequency was significantly lower than in subgroup 1a (p < 0,01); however, between subgroups 2b and 1b, a tendency for a lower rate of survival occurred in subgroup 2b (p=0,06). No significant difference in the survival frequency between group STPI and the simulation group, whether submitted or not to HBO, was observed (p>0,05). The frequency of survival of members of subgroup 3a, was significantly higher than that of members of subgroup 2a (p < 0,05). No difference was shown when subgroup 3b was compared with group 2b (p>0,05). HBO did not interfere with the survival of the animals of group STPI and of the simulation group, but did contribute to increase the number of survivals in the auto-implanted group. Total and fraction levels of cholesterol in the simulation group, whether treated or not by hyperbaric oxygen, did not present significant alterations in post-operation (P.O.) day 11, relative to the pre-operation picture. In group 2 (implanted), a significant increase in cholesterol (p<0,01), and in the LDL fraction (p<0,01) were observed on the 11th P.O day in animals not treated with hyperbaric oxygen. This did nor occur in the treated animals (Figure 2). The HDL fraction did not present a significant alteration in the post-operative period of animals submitted.
IgA did not present significant alterations on the 11th P.O day, in relation to Auto-implant without HBO and STPI without HBO in relation to STPI with HBO. p** - Auto-implant without HBO in relation to stimulation without HBO, and Auto-implant and STPI with HBO relative to simulation with HBO. p*- STPI without HBO in relation to Auto-implant without HBO, and STPI with HBO in relation to Auto-implant with HBO, and STPI without HBO in relation to STPI with HBO.

or not to HBO. In group 3 (STPI), a significant increase of cholesterol (p<0,01), of LDL fractions (p<0,05), VLDL (p<0,01), of triglycerides (p<0,01), was observed on the P.O. day 11 in animals not submitted to hyperbaric oxygen therapy. In the animals submitted to this treatment, no alteration of these lipids was observed in any of the three groups (Figure 2). IgG and IgA did not present significant alterations on the 11th P.O day, in relation to the pre-operative condition, in any of the operated groups, not only in the HBO treated, but also in the non-treated animals. IgM was not altered in animals submitted to spleen manipulation, whether treated or not with HBO, but was more significantly decreased on the 11th P.O. day in animals of subgroups 2a , 2b e 3a (p<0,001), rather than in those of subgroup 3 b (p<0,01 ). Howell Jolly corpuscles were not observed pre operation in any of the animals. In the post-operation group 1(simulation), they were absent both in hyperbaric oxygen treated and non-treated animals. In group 2 (auto-implanted), 48 corpuscles were observed in nine animals not submitted to HBO, and 25 in 10 treated animals (p>0,05 ). In group 3 (STPI), 32 corpuscles were observed in 11 non HBO treated rats and 10 corpuscles in 7 treated ones (p>0,05 ). The number of corpuscles in the implanted animals, treated or not by HBO, relative to the number of corpuscles in the animals of the simulation group, whether treated or not, was significantly higher (p<0,05). The number of corpuscles of group STPI was percentwise, but not significantly smaller than of those of the implanted group, regardless of the utilization of HBO. Platelet levels in the simulation group whether or not HBO-treated, did not present significant alterations on the 11th P.O day, in relation to the pre-operation period. Platelet increase was more significant in the implanted than in the STPI group in animals submitted (p<0,001 vs p<0,01) or not submitted (p<0,001 vs p<0,01) to HBO. The macroscopic aspect of the spleen of the simulation group did not present alterations. The organ showed few adherences to the abdominal wall or adjacent viscera. This aspect was similar in the animals post-operatively treated or not with HBO. The auto-implants presented adherences to the intestinal loops. Necrosis with secretion was shown in three auto-implants in one rat. In the other cases, the aspect of the grafts was normal with a better macroscopic appearance of the group submitted to HBO that also presented adherences. The macroscopic appearance of the inferior poles did not differ between groups exposed or not to HBO. The adherences were present in all case, sometimes to the stomach, others to the intestinal loops and other still to the abdominal wall. The microscopic aspect (Figure 3) of the spleen of animals of the simulation group, whether or not treated with HBO, was similar. Hemossiderosis, extramedullary hematopoiesis and presence of hemophagocytosis at the red pulp were observed. These are aspects compatible with those found in normal spleen. In the group submitted to auto-implants without HBO, sub-total coagulant necrosis, intense perisplenic fibrosis, centripetal macrophagic infiltration and areas of acinar atrophy pancreas, were observed. In the group auto-implanted, treated with HBO, the same alterations but with a lesser area of necrosis, were observed. The residual perisplenic tissue was better preserved, with the possible presence of neo-formed vessels. In animals of the STPI group submitted or not to HBO, fibrous perisplenitis, and coagulant necrosis of the red pulp, besides hemophagocytosis, were observed.
FIGURE 2 - Plasma lipid levels in animals submitted to spleen manipulation (Sim); to spleen implant (Imp) and to subtotal splenectomy with preservation of the inferior pole (STPI), not treated (n/HBO) and treated with hyperbaric oxygen therapy (w/HBO). Columns represent arithmetic means and bars above the columns, the standard deviations. PRE-pre-operation. MPO- mediate postoperation (11th post-operation day). * - p<0,05 relative to pre-operation; ** - p<0,01 relative to pre-operation

FIGURE 3 - Micropscopic aspects: a) Simulation group, not submitted to HBO. The aspect resembles that of the normal spleen (40 x HE magnification); b) Simulation group, submitted to HBO show similar aspect to the former (40 x HE magnification); c) Auto-implanted group, not submitted to HBO. Sub-total coagulant necrosis (arrow), intense periesplenic fibrosis, macrophage centripetal infiltration and areas of acinar atrophy of the pancreas (40 x HE magnification); d) Auto-implant group with HBO showed fibrosis, but no areas of coagulant necrosis, a perisplenic more preserved tissue at 40 x HE magnification; e) STPI group, not submitted to HBO, showing extensive areas of coagulant necrosis (40 x HE magnification); f) STPI group submitted to HBO, showing a more preserved peri-arteriolar sheath and a higher lymphoid population (100 x, HE magnification).
Discussion

When we compared the weight of the animals of the same group, in the pre-operative and post-operative condition respectively, we observed a significant or not decrease in the second condition, in all groups. This result is predictable because in the immediate post-operation stage, the systemic response to aggression causes weight loss on its own. Considering that the animals were of the same gender and race and had been maintained in the same environment, undergoing the same treatment, and that prior to the operation no significant differences between the weights of the animals of the three groups were shown, we could in a certain way, set up the different comparisons between their periods of survival, as well as of functional and histological characteristics. When analyzing the frequency of survival of the animals in the three groups not submitted to HBO, we verified that in the simulation group, no deaths had occurred; and that the incidence of deaths in the implanted group was significantly higher in comparison with the simulation group (p<0,01) or to the STPI group (p<0,05). The frequency of the implanted animals that survived, was higher in the HBO-treated group in comparison to the not so treated group, although this difference was not significant (p>0,05 ). This demonstrates a certain protecting effect of the HBO in the group of implanted animals. In the STPI group, the HBO did not demonstrate a protective survival effect since no difference between the number of survivals of the oxygen-treated and untreated group was observed (p>0,05). Thus, the inferior pole protects, the animal more than the implant, and HBO contributes to this protection. In this work we could not define the causes of the deaths. Some of our microscopy findings however, suggest acute pancreatitis The literature records the possibility of deaths by different bacteria16 following splenectomy. More detailed studies on this issue deserve attention. Taking into consideration that HBO has a beneficial effect on acute pancreatitis23, 24, 27, stimulates collateral circulation 24, has an angiogenic effect 22, 23 , fights infection by various bacteria 28, 29, 30 and increases hepatic regeneration 31; it is admissible that this form of treatment decreases obit frequency . As a matter of fact, decreased rate of obits of rats submitted to hyperbaric oxygentherapy following hepatic veins ligature, has been reported 32. If we confront the levels of total cholesterol and fractions, and of triglycerides in the simulation group, whether treated or not with hyperbaric oxygen in the mediate period, relative to the pre-operative condition, we note no significant differences. We can also observe that there were no alterations in IgM, Howell Jolly numbers of corpuscles, of platelets in the referred to post-operation periods, and groups exposed or not to hyperbaric oxygen. This shows that spleen maintenance of the simulation group is able to keep the referred laboratory parameters unaltered, regardless of whether the animals have or not been treated with HBO. Therefore, HBO did not interfere with spleen function. In the auto-implanted group, if we compare lipid levels in the pre-operation condition with those of the mediate post-operation period, in animals not submitted to a HBO, we observe a significant increase of total cholesterol and the LDL fraction. Considering the significant loss of IgM, increase of de Howell Jolly corpuscles and of platelets in this period, it must be admitted that the implants did not totally fulfill return of spleen function in contrast to that observed in the simulation group. This is a predictable result since literature reports show that implants only present efficient function after 16 weeks 19. On the 11th post-operation day, in animals of the auto-implanted group treated with HBO, lipid levels remained unaltered, the fall of IgM was less significant than in the untreated implanted group, and the Howell Jolly corpuscles appeared in the circulation at a lower percentage in the treated group. This demonstrates that HBO contributed to improve implant function, possibly by accelerating the “take” of these grafts in this early period. Microscopic examination demonstrated greater preservation of spleen tissue in animals treated with HBO. When comparing lipid levels in the STPI group not submitted to HBO in the post-operation vs. the pre-operation periods, we observed a significant increase of total cholesterol (p<0,01), of the LDL fractions (p<0,05 ), of the VLDL (p<0,01) and of triglycerides (p<0,01), a significant drop of IgM (p<0,001) and the presence of Howell Jolly corpuscles (32 in 11 rats) and a significant increase of platelets (p<0,001). These results lead us to admit that the functioning of the inferior spleen pole on the 11th P.O period. lipid metabolism, production of IgM, clearing of de Howell Jolly corpuscles and platelets, was still deficient. However, in this same group, submitted to HBO, results were different, since lipid levels did not undergo significant variation relative to the pre-operation, IgM decreased in a less significant way, Howell Jolly corpuscles were detected in lower numbers in the circulation and platelets increased less significantly in relation to the group not given HBO. Such results show that HBO improves inferior pole function as it did in the implants over the eleventh- day period. It is possible that this pole immediately following STPI, is not adequately supplied with blood. Ischaemia however, is the cause of adherences 33, that may become vascularized. Upon removal, the inferior pole frequently presented adherences to the omentum or the abdominal wall; at these sites, we frequently observed vessels. It is possible that neo-formed vessels contribute to splenic regeneration, as already reported 34. The inferior pole functions better after 90 days following STPI. 8 Vascular neoformation in the inferior pole deserves further investigation. The inferior pole, although not having been
as efficacious as the integral spleen, was better off than the auto-implants because: a- it permitted more survivals; b- evoked better platelet and Howell Jolly corpuscle clearing, and did not evoke such a marked falling of IgM; c- The macro and microscopic appearance of the inferior pole presented itself more viable than that of the auto-implants. Hyperbaric oxygentherapy did not interfere with animals of the simulation group, but was beneficial to the auto-implanted and to the inferior pole carrying ones, because: a- Auto-implanted animals submitted to HBO survived in higher numbers than untreated ones; b- Such animals also presented a better function; c- Furthermore, the aspect of their implants was better than that from untreated animals; d- The inferior pole function was better in animals submitted to hyperbaric oxygentherapy. The analysis of our results showed that the survival of animals with a whole spleen or with its inferior pole, was more frequent than that of auto-implanted rats, and that the function and viability of the integral spleen or of its inferior pole were better than those in the auto-implants. Hyperbaric oxygentherapy contributed to increase the frequency and life survival of the auto-implanted rats, improving function and viability to levels similar to those possessing the inferior pole, and not interfering with the properties of animals carrying an integral spleen.
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